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ܠᙱĄ˫චշ̄ĄኜҖ۩Ą̏ໝϠໝĄ҃
ٺໝĄჟӻϏĄ
!!!!
ψॳᣄωΔψԾߊωΚԾຍଡଥࡳऱ
ߊΔψᒡ壆۩़ωΚ۩ނהອբᆖઔߒᒡ
ጐԱΔբᆖ़ԱΖψբᄰسᄰωΚהբᆖᄰ
װԱسᄰऱຍጟቼΖψۖ࣍ഭᄰωΚۖ࣍
ഭᙩΕഭᄰऱຍጟቼΔהψ壄آݎႽωΚ
ຍጟऱഭᄰᑗΔהᝫڶࠩݙ٤Δڂ
ڇຍଡᢝᝫڶጐΖ
ຍଡᢝΔ༉ࡉటڕԫររΔᢝਢسڶ
ڶᄰऱΔటڕ༉ਢլسլᄰऱΖ߷Ꮦڇڇ
รԶᢝՂΔڶຍጟسᄰऱΕპาऱઌΔࡉట
ڕຍଡլسᄰࡉٽದࠐΔٽࡉڗټᢝΖ༉
ਢسᄰऱຍଡᢝࡉլسᄰऱటڕΔյઌࡉٽ
ದࠐΔຍٽࡉᢝΖॺൄ൷२టڕΔ܀،ਢ
ଡࡉٽᢝΔࢬא༉壄آݎႽΖ
ࡶٺٙᕩĄᜓࠎҋវĄႽ۩ࠧĄȈ˟ᙷ
̰ĄٙѣிϠĄ࠰ԧ֗̚Ą˘ᙷ߹ĄϠ౼
ྋ۰ĄߏˠᆪĄਕܧਕેĄᇝ㈢ࢵᘲĄன
ᙝ֗ĄјҡܴĄਜ਼Ңඳ೩Ą˸εۢ֍Ą
!!!!
ψૉ࣍ࢬូωΚຍଡଥሐऱԳΔהڇຍ
ଡࢬូമΔࢬូമਢչᏖࡋֱچΛ༉ਢᝫ

Sutra:
Further, Ananda, the good person has thoroughly seen the formations
skandha as empty. He has ended production and destruction, but he
has not yet perfected the subtle wonder of ultimate serenity.
Commentary:
Further, Ananda, the good person who is cultivating samadhi
has thoroughly seen the formations skandha as empty. He has
thoroughly investigated and put an end to the formations skandha;
it is empty for him. He has already ended the states of production
and destruction, but he has not yet perfected the subtle wonder of
ultimate serenity. He has not completely attained the bliss of ultimate
serenity, because consciousness has not been ended yet. Consciousness
and True Suchness differ by only a little bit—consciousness is subject to
production and destruction, whereas True Suchness is not. Right now,
the eighth consciousness, which still has tiny traces of production and
destruction, joins with True Suchness, which is without production and
destruction, and becomes what is called “the joined consciousness.”
Since the consciousness is in extremely close proximity to True Suchness,
they merge to form the joined consciousness. Since it is still a “joined”
consciousness, the subtle wonder of ultimate serenity has not been
perfected.
Sutra:
He may regard that to which he is returning as his own body and
may see all beings in the twelve categories throughout space as
flowing forth from his body. If he interprets this as a supreme state,
he will fall into the error of maintaining that he has an ability which
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ڇԶᢝຍଡسᄰऱᢝՂΔψᥦ۞᧯ωΚނ
ࠐءլਢ۞הաऱΔ༉ஞࠐᎁਢ۞הաऱ
ԫଡߪ᧯ԱΖψጐဠ़ΔԼԲᣊփࢬڶฒ
سωΚהԾנسԫጟڐചΔչᏖڐചࡋΛה
ᤚጐဠ़ຍࢬڶԼԲᣊऱฒسΔࠩسܜط
ॺྤუຍԼԲᣊऱฒسΔψઃߪݺխԫᣊੌ
נωΚהᎅΚψຍࢬڶऱฒسΔ܃वሐਢൕ
չᏖࠐנֱچऱΛຟਢൕ۞ݺաຍଡߪ᧯ၒ
װנऱΔਢࠐנسݺऱΖωՈ༉ړቝছ૿ᎅ
ऱ߷ጟൣݮΔᎅຍԫ֊ฒسຟਢݺऱࠝΔ
۟࣍ຑ۵Εဆ៳ΕॳᢅዧΔຟਢݺທࠐנ
ऱΖ܃ΜسԱຍᏖՕऱຍጟݺചΖ
ψسᇞृωΚࠐנسהԫጟᇞΖ
ױਢຍլਢإᅝऱᇞΔਢԫጟߵवߵߠΔ
լመঠൎ،࠷ଡڗټᇞΖ࣠ڕటਢ
ᇞΔ༉ٽ۵ऄԱΖࢬאΔ܃༉ਢᆖΔ
Ո堚ᄑԱΖψਢԳঞᏽωΚຍଡԳ༉ᏽ
ᆵԱΔᏽᆵࠩչᏖֱچΛᏽᆵࠩψ౨ॺ౨
ചωΚ᧢ڶګԫጟ౨Δהᎅה౨سԫ֊ฒ
سΖءլਢऱΔຍਢהԫጟڐᢝऱ༻ྒྷΖ
ॺ౨ചΔהࠐءլ౨Δڶה܀ຍጟചထΔຍ
ጟചထ༉ਢᓴࡋΛ
ψᐰ㋝ଈᢅωΚ༉ਢՕ۞׆֚ڇΖ۞ڇ
֚༉ਢ֚Ղ֚ۥऱື֚Δᐰ㋝ଈᢅ֚Ζ
ຍଡᐰ㋝ଈᢅԾՕ۞ڇΔڶהԿଡณᅪΔ
ۖຍԿଡณᅪຟਢۚณΔ༉խၴຍଡ۵ณΔ
Ոਢࠐسה༉ڶऱΔຍଡ֚ڶ׆ຍᏖଡณ
ᅪΖ
߷֟ڍڶೋ֫ࡋΛڶהԶೋ֫Δছᢰ
ೋΔ৵ᢰೋΖছᢰאױהஞࣟ۫Δ৵ᢰԾ
אױೢࣟ۫Ζהԫೋ֫լജشΔࠟೋ֫ೢ
ࣟ۫Ո߷ڶᏖԺΔسԱԶೋ֫ΔຍೋՈ
אױஞԫរࣟ۫Δ߷ೋՈאױஞԫរࣟ۫Δ
ࠩԱۍຄֆΔઌॾᒝՈլ۰הΔڂ
ڍ֜֫הԱΖהᠻထऱਢԫᙰՕׄػΔ
֫㠪ஞထԫଡࢲػΔࠩ൝ሏ۞ڇऱΔॺ
ൄط۞چΔຍਢՕ۞֚ڇΖהᎅΚψ۞່ݺ
ڇԱΔᏮΜ܃ݺΔֺ܃լԱݺΔڇ۞່ݺ
ԱΖωࢬאՕ۞ڇΖ
ġFৱᥛ
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he does not really have. Maheshvara, who manifests his boundless
body, will become his companion. Confused about the Bodhi of the
Buddhas, he will lose his knowledge and understanding.
Commentary:
He, the cultivator, may regard that to which he is returning as his
own body---The place he is headed for is still within the production and
destruction of the eighth consciousness. It is not actually his own body,
but he thinks it is. And he has another false attachment, which is that
he may see all beings in the twelve categories—from egg-born beings
to beings not entirely lacking thought—throughout space as flowing
forth from his body. “Do you know where living beings come from?”
he asks. “They all come from my own body. I gave birth to them all.”
It is like an earlier state in which the cultivator said, “All beings are
my children—even the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and Arhats—I created
them all. See what an egomaniac he is.
If he interprets this as a supreme state...He thinks it’s supreme,
but it really isn’t. It’s based on wrong knowledge and views and can
hardly be called supreme. If it were truly supreme, it would accord with
the Buddhadharma. So as you cultivate the Way and read the sutras,
make sure you understand them clearly. He will fall into the error of
maintaining that he has an ability which he does not really have.
He says he is able to create all living beings, but in fact he has no such
ability. That’s just a speculation he makes with his false consciousness.
He doesn’t really have the ability, but he becomes attached to the idea
that he does. Who has this kind of attachment?
It’s the God Maheshvara, the Lord of the Heaven of Great
Sovereignty, which is the highest heaven in the Form Realm. Maheshvara
is also called the Great Sovereign God. He has three flesh eyes which
he was born with, and he also has the Buddha Eye in the middle of his
forehead.
How many hands does he have? He has eight hands, four in front and
four in back. The ones in front are good for picking things up, and the
ones in back are handy for stealing things. Since one hand isn’t enough,
and two hands still aren’t that powerful for picking up or stealing things,
he has eight hands. He can pick up a lot of things, too. If he went into a
department store, I’m sure the security officers who watch for shoplifters
would have a hard time keeping an eye on him, because he has so many
hands. He rides upon a magnificent white ox and carries a white whisk in
one hand. He travels around with the greatest freedom. He says, “Take
a look at me. I’m utterly at ease. You’re nothing by comparison. I have
total self-mastery.” That is why he’s called the Great Sovereign God.
FTo be continued

